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ABSTRACT

Intercom is the one of the device will use in the smart home as similar like 

telephone system but it only use half duplex operation system.

The user can place it at user house to house gate, door to screen visitor to user 

house,room to rooms, etc. It also the primary use of this type of system is in live or media 

productions where for example the vidoe director speaks to camera operators, or where 

the stage manager speaks to the stage hands and lighting operator, etc.

The benefits of this system in the smart home as the security for user to identity 

the visitors, it also friendly user because it easy to cummunicate from irwna to rooms 

without moving to another room.

From that explanation we can get many benefits from the intercom. Intercom also 

can make the communication very easy & effective.
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CHAPTER 1-INTRODUCTION

Intercom is a private telecommunication system that allows typically two or more 

locations to communicate with each other like telephone does.

Simple two stations wired intercom system can be used as an intercom and door phone. 

We can use an intercom system from our house to house gate/door to screen visitors to 

our house.

Many productions which needs co-operation of more than a few people need special 

intercoms that cover many users. Intercom systems used in TV and stage productions are 

usually headset type intercoms connected to one line using party line arrangement. The 

primary use of this type of system is in live or media productions where (for example) the 

video director speaks to the camera operators, or where the stage manager speaks to the 

stage hands and lighting operator, etc.

Intercom systems, by definition, may be comprised of many different types of intercoms 

and subsystems. The basic building blocks can be categorized, however, into four basic 

types or elements: Party-line Systems, Matrix Systems, Wireless Systems, and 

Accessories.

The most basic intercom circuit consists of two intercom stations linked to each other 

with a push to talk (PTT) switch. This kind of circuits are simple and generally consist of 

only one or two amplifiers and generally use the speaker as normal speaker and 

microphone (how it is used depends on talk switch position). Depending on the circuit 

design there could be one PTT switch on one end, or separate PTTs on both stations.

When we want go get rid of push to talk switch and want full duplex, things get more 

complicated to build. In case we have possibility of having four wires between the two 

nodes and typical headsets on the nodes (separate speaker and microphone, good 

isolation from sound coming from speaker to the mic element). In this kind of two 

headset system, we can simply use two amplifiers, one for sound in each direction.
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